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Crimcheck Employment Background Service Created to Eliminate Resume Falsification

Brunswick, Ohio: Studies show that over half of all resumes include incorrect or falsified
information. In order to help employers avoid making serious hiring errors, Crimcheck provides
comprehensive background checks and education verification to simplify and improve the
onboarding process. With just a few pieces of information provided by the applicant via text
message, they can handle the entire pre-screening process. This leaves your company to focus
on what it does best rather than tracking down obscure employment and personal histories.

“Crimcheck utilizes experienced investigators and customer support specialists who assemble a
comprehensive background check, not a packaged criminal database, to give you easy results
that fit your company’s specific needs to recruit the talent your brand deserves.” 

Crimcheck’s highly qualified staff of experts feature a diverse background to cover dozens of
industries. Their eFetch customer management portal allows for simple and seamless request
tracking, payments, and reporting. Handling pre-screening and education verification for
companies in over 20 different industries, Crimcheck is among the select 2% of all background
screening companies accredited by the National Association of Professional Background
Screeners (NAPBS). In order to catch information the National Crime Database does not,
Crimcheck investigates criminal cases from over 10,000 local courts and 3,500 county courts in
all 50 states.

In this age of fraud, product liability, and workplace litigation, failing to properly screen all
potential employees is risky and reckless. Joining forces with a meticulous background check
service that can help verify all key information before regrettable decisions are made can be the
difference between adding key long-term team members and spending valuable time embroiled
in costly lawsuits.

About Crimcheck

Long established as a leader in the industry, Crimcheck simplifies the hiring process by offering
professional background service checks and education verification. With over 25 years’
experience, they employ real investigators and customer support specialists to assemble a
comprehensive background check rather than packaged results. Nationally accredited and highly
respected within the industry, their standardized pre-screening processes provide fast, accurate
results to help companies hire wisely and protect them from future litigation.
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